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TL; DR
We develop a new initialization for residual networks so that
training is fast and stable without normalization, even for
10,000-layer networks. Our method achieves state-of-the-art
performance on image classification and machine translation.

Background

Success: Residual Learning
Residual learning [1] enables training very deep neural nets, and
underlies many state-of-the-art AI applications.

•Object recognition, detection; style transfer, superresolution.

•Machine translation, language modeling, question answering.

•AlphaGo Zero.

Three essential pieces to get the best reported performance:
i.) initialization, ii.) normalization and iii.) architecture design.

Myth: Why Normalization?
Normalization methods i.) divide neuron activations or network
weights by their statistics (e.g. std, norm) and/or ii.) subtract
statistics (e.g. mean) from neuron activations.
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Batch normalization [2] is currently the most popular normal-
ization method. It is conjectured to help neural networks by:

• training more stably

• reducing internal covariate shift

• accelerating convergence

•with larger learning rate

• smoothing loss surface

• improving generalization

However, it is not clear why normalization helps training [3].

Problem
We aim to understand what happens in residual networks after
we remove normalization. To start we denote:

• c: number of classes

• DM = {(x(m),y(m))}M
m=1: training data

• f : neural network excluding the softmax

• z , f(x) 2 Rc: logits

• `(z,y) , �yT (z � logsumexp(z)): cross entropy loss

• `avg(DM ) , 1
M

PM
m=1 `(f(x(m)),y(m))

• Havg(DM ) , 1
M

PM
m=1 entropy(softmax(z

(m)))

We make only two assumptions about the neural network:

† A function f : Rm ! Rn is called positively homogeneous (of
first degree) if for any input x 2 Rm and ↵ > 0, f(↵x) = ↵f(x).

1. f is a sequential composition of network blocks {fi}L
i=1, i.e.

f(x0) = fL(fL�1(. . . f1(x0))), each of which is composed of
positively homogeneous functions.

2. Weight elements in the fully-connected layer are i.i.d. sam-
pled from a zero-mean symmetric distribution.

Normalization Prevents Output Explosion
In a residual network without normalization, each network block

fl(xl−1) = xl−1 + Fl(xl−1)

doubles the variance of its input. A network with L blocks hence
suffers from output explosion Var[f (x)] = Ω(2L).

Output Explosion Implies Gradient Explosion
We show that the expectation of gradient norm in certain layers
is lower bounded by the expectation of the largest logit.

Theorem 1. With Assumption 1, we have

����
@`avg

@⇥ph

���� � 1

k⇥phk
(`avg(DM ) � Havg(DM )) , G(⇥ph). (1)

Furthermore, with Assumptions 1 and 2, we have

EG(⇥ph) � E[maxi2[c] zi] � log(c)

k⇥phk
. (2)

† Let ⇥ be the set of parameters of f(x) and ⇥ph = {✓i}i2S ⇢ ⇥.
We call ⇥ph a positively homogeneous set (of first degree) if for
any ↵ > 0, f(x;⇥ \ ⇥ph,↵⇥ph) = ↵f(x;⇥ \ ⇥ph,⇥ph), where
↵⇥ph denotes {↵✓i}i2S .

Simple proof: we use the positively homogeneous property to
calculate directional derivative and lower bound gradient norm.

1. Positive homogeneity
=) directional derivative / `avg(DM )

2. Directional derivative / `avg(DM )

=)
��� @`avg

@⇥ph

��� = ⌦(`avg(DM ))

3. Assumption 2 + y, z independent
=) E[`(z,y)] � E[maxi2[c] zi]

Solution
We propose a top-down design to train without normalization.

Goal: Update f (x) by O(η) Per Step
Suppose ‖x‖ = O(1) and the SGD step size is η, we hope the
network update ‖∆f (x)‖ = O(η) for any L. More specifically:

• Backbone (shortest path from input to output) trains stably.

• Residual branch update ‖∆Fl(xl−1)‖ = O(η/L) for all l.

Insight from a Scalar Branch
To update a residual branch by O(η/L) per step, we study
the gradient dynamics of a scalar branch. Suppose F (x) =
(
∏m
i=1 ai)x is a function withm non-negative scalars, η is small,

both ‖x‖ and ∂`
∂F are O(1). We can show that if

0 ≤ am ≤ ai,∀i ∈ [m] and
m−1∏

i=1

ai = O

(
1√
L

)
, (3)

then the update ∆F (x) is indeed O(η/L).

Final Solution: Fixup Initialization
Suppose F (x) is a residual branch with m layers. Think of
{ai}mi=1 as the rescaling of the default initialization in the non-
scalar case. Following the design constraints eq. (3), we set
am = 0 and ai = −2m+2

√
L for i ∈ [m− 1]. Starting from a resid-

ual network with normalization, we remove the normalization
layers, and make the following changes to each residual branch:

• Initialize one layer at 0.

• Rescale each of the other (m− 1) layers by −2m+2
√
L.

•Add a scalar multiplier (initialized at 1).

•Add a scalar bias (initialized at 0) before each weight layer
and activation function to restore the representation power.
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Experiments
We test Fixup on i.) training extremely deep residual networks
ii.) image classification and iii.) machine translation.
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Figure 1: Depth of residual networks versus test accuracy at the first epoch
for various methods on CIFAR-10 with the default BatchNorm learning rate.

Image Classification with ResNet
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Figure 2: Fixup + Mixup is comparable to batch/group normalization +
Mixup when training ResNet [1] on ImageNet. (Lower is better.)

Machine Translation with Transformer
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Figure 3: Fixup is comparable to layer normalization with the Transformer
model [4] on benchmark datasets in machine translation. (Higher is better.)

Related Work
• Init: Xavier [5], Kaiming [6],

√
1/2-scaling [7], LSUV [8].

• Initialize the residual branches at a small scale [9, 10, 11].

•Mean field analysis of residual networks at init [12, 13].
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